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Introduction

I, MARILYN' A. DOroJ, hereby declare and sta.te:

1, I am the Deputy Chief of the Policy and Community

Action Staff (PCAS) of the National Clandestine Service {NCS)l of

the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).

2. The NCS is the organization within the CIA responsible

for conducting the CIA's foreign intelligence and

counterintelligence activities; conducting special activities,

including covert action; conducting liaison with foreign

1 The NCS is the successor to the Directorate of Operations (DO).



intelligence and security servicesj serving as the repository of

foreign counterintelligence informationi supporting clandestine

technical collection; and coordinating CIA support to the

Department of Defense and other u.s. Government agencies.

Specifically, the NCS is responsible for the conduct of ~oreign

intelligence collection activities through the clandestine use

of human sources.

3. As Deputy Chief of PCAS, I am authorized to assess the

current, proper classification of CIA information based upon the

classification criteria of Executive Order 12958, as amended,2

and applicable CIA regulations. As part of my official duties,

I am authorized to review records maintained by the CIA that may

be responsive to Freedom of Information Act requests. Also as

part of my official duties, I ensure that the release or

withholding of information related to the CIA is proper and does

not jeopardize CIA interests, personnel. facilities, or

intelligence activities, sources, and methods.

4. Through the exercise of my official duties, I am

familiar with this civil action. I make the following

statements based upon my personal knowledge and information made

available to me in my official capacity.

2 Executive Order 12958 was aro~nded by Executive Order 13292. See Exec. Order
No. 13292 (Mar. 28, 2003). All citations to Exec. Order No. 12958 are to the
Order as amended by Exec. Order No, 13292. See Exec. Order No. 12,958,
3 C.F.R. 333 (1995), reprinted as amended in 50 U.S.C.A. § 435 note at 180
(West. Supp. 2006).
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5. In response to the Plaintiffs' FOIA request to the

Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) of the Department of Justice

(DOJ), OLe identified 181 classified documents that it referred

to the CIA for review as the original classification authority

in accordance with section 3.6(b) of Executive Order 12958, as

amended. The CIA reviewed the documents and advised OLC that

they should be withheld in their entirety on the bases of FOIA

Exemptions b(l}, b(3), and b(5). The purpose of this

declaration is to describe, to the greatest extent possible on

the public record, the bases for these exemption claims and the

withholding of these documents.

The President's 6 September 2006 speech

6. On 6 September 2006, President Bus4 delivered a speech

that officially acknowledged the existence of a CIA terrorist

detention and interrogation program. The President acknowledged

that a small number of suspected terrorist leaders and

operatives captured during the war on terrorism have been held

and questioned outside the United States in a program operated

by the CIA. He further acknowledged that the CIA employed an

alternative set of interrogation procedures that the Department

of Justice (DOJ) had reviewed and determined to be lawful. He

announced that fourteen suspected terrorists in CIA custody had

been transferred to the united States Naval Base Guantanamo Bay,
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Cuba. He stated that, due to the transfers, no detainees

remained in the CIA program. He also stated that as more

suspected high-ranking terrorists are captured, the need to

obtain intelligence from such individuals will remain critical,

and having a CIA program for questioning terrorists will

continue to be crucial to getting lifesaving information.

7. The President emphasized that he was making limited

disclosures only and specifically declined to provide any

information relating to the details of the CIA terrorist

detention and interrogation program, including the locations

where the, detainees were held, the details of their confinement,

and the specific interrogation methods proposed, authorized, or

employed with them. The President stated:

Many specifics of this program, including where these
detainees have been held and the details of their
confinement, cannot be divulged. Doing so would provide
our enemies with information they could use to take
retribution against our allies and harm our country. I can
say that questioning the detainees in this program has
given us information that has saved innocent lives by
helping us stop new attacks here in the United States and
across the world . . . .

. And so the CIA used an alternative set of
procedures . I cannot describe the specific methods
used -- I think you understand why -- if I did, it would
help the terrorists learn how to resist questioning and to
keep information from us that we need to prevent new
attacks on our country . .

This program has been and remains one of the most
vital tools in our war against the terrorists. It is
invaluable to America and to our allies.
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Were it not for this program, our intelligence
community believes that al Qaeda and its allies would have
succeeded in launching another attack against the American
homeland. By giving us information about terrorist plans
we could not get anywhere else, this program has saved
innocent lives,

Declassification

8. In his speech, the President stated that he officially

acknowledged the existence of a CIA terrorist detention and

interrogation program for two reasons. First, he stated that

the CIA had largely completed its questioning of the fourteen

suspected terrorists and that it was time to bring them into the

open to start the process for bringing them to trial .. Second,

he stated that the Hamdan decision had put into question the

future of the CIA program.

9. Section 3.1(b) of Executive Order 12958 provides that,

in some exceptional cases, the need to protect classified

information may be outweighed by the public inter~st in

disclosure of the information. In light of the President's

determination to bring the CIA detainees to trial, the Director

of the CIA, in accordance with section 3.1(b), determined that

the public interest in disclosure of the existence of the CIA

terrorist detention and interrogation program and the limited

information disclosed in the President's speech outweighed the

need to protect certain limited classified information relating

to the existence of the program. Neither the President nor the
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Director of the CIA disclosed any information relating to the

details of the CIA terrorist detention and interrogation

program, including the locations where the detainees were held,

the details of their confinement. or the specific interrogation

methods proposed, authorized, or employed with them.

FOIA Exemption b(l)

10. FOIA Exemption b(l) provides that the FOIA does not

apply to matters that are:

(A) specifically authorized under criteria established
by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of
national defense or foreign policy and

(B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such
Executive order.

5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(l).

11. The authority to classify information is derived from

a succession of Executive orders, the most recent of which is

Executive Order 12958. I have reviewed the documents that OLe

referred to the CIA under the criteria established by Executive

Order 12958 and have determined that the information withheld on

the basis of FOIA Exemption b(l) is in fact properly classified

pursuant to the Order.

12. Section 6.1(h) of the Executive Order defines

~classified national security information" or ~classified

informationH as "infor.mation that has been determined pursuant

to this order or any predecessor order to require protection
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against unauthorized disclosure and is marked to indicate its

classified status when in documentary form." Section 6.1(y) of

the Order defines "national security" as the ~national defense

or foreign relations of the United States."

13. Section l.i(a) of the Executive Order provides that

information may be originally classified under the terms of this

order only if all of the followipg conditions are met:

(1) an original classification authority is
classifying the information;

(2) the information is owned by, produced by or for,
or is under the control of the United States Government;

(3) the information falls within one or more of the
categories of information listed in section 1.4 of this
order: and

(4) the original classification authority determines
that the unauthorized disclosure of the information
reasonably could be expected to result in damage to the
national security, which includes defense against
transnational terrorism, and the original classification
authority is able to identify or describe the damage,

Exec. Order 12958, § l.l(a).

14. Original classification authority - Section 1.3(a) of

the Executive Order provides that the authority to classify

information originally may be exercised only by the President

and, in the performance of executive duties, the Vice President;

agency heads and officials designated by the President in the

Federal Register; and United States Government officials

delegated this authority pursuant to section 1.3(c) of the
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Order. Section 1.3(c) (2) provides that TOP SECRET original

classification authority may be delegated only by the President;

in the performance of executive duties, the Vice President; or

an agency head or official designated pursuant to section

1.3(a) (2) of the Executive Order.

15. In accordance with section 1.3(a) (2), the president

designated the Director of the CIA as an official who may

classify information originally as TOP SECRET. 3 Under the

authority of section 1.3(c) (2), the Director of the CIA has

delegated original TOP SECRET classification authority. Section

1.3(b) of the Executive Order provides that original TOP SECRET

classification authority includes the authority to classify

information originally as SECRET and CONFIDENTIAL. With respect

to the information for which FOIA Exemption btl) is asserted in

this case, I have reviewed the documents that OLC referred to

the CIA and have determined that they contain information that

is currently and properly classified CONFIDENtIAL, SECRET, or

TOP SECRET by an original classification authority.

16. U.S. Government information - Information may be

originally classified only if the information is owned by,

3 Order of President. Designation under Executive Order 12958, 70 Fed. Reg.
21,609 (Apr. 21, 2005), reprinted in U.S.C.A. § 435 note at 192 (West Supp.
2006). This order succeeded the prior Order of President, Officials
Designated to Classify National Security Information. 60 Fed. Reg. 53,845
(Oct. 13, 1995), reprinted in U,S.C.A. § 435 note at 486 (West 2006), in

Which the President similarly designated the Director of the CIA as an
official who may classify information originally as TOP SECRET.
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produced by or for, or is under the control of the United States

Government. with respect to the information for which FOIA

Exemption btl) is ass.erted in this easel I have reviewed the

documents that OLC referred to the CIA and have determined that

they are owned by the U.S. Government, produced by the U.S.

Government, and under the control of the U.S. Government.

17, Categories of classified information - Information may

be classified only if it concerns one of the categories of

information set forth in section 1.4 of the Executive Order.

With respect to the information for which FOIA Exemption b(l) is

asserted in this case, I have reviewed the documents that OLe

referred to the CIA and have determined that they contain

information that concerns one or more of the following

classification categories in the Executive Order:

(a) Information concerning intelligence activities
(including special activities) I or intelligence sources or
methods [§ 1.4(c)]; and

(b) Information concerning foreign relations or
foreign activities of the United States, including
confidential sources [§ 1.4(d)).

18. Damage to the national security - Section 1.2(a) of

the Executive Order provides that information shall be

classified at one of three levels if the unauthorized disclosure

of the information reasonably could be expected to cause damage

to the national security, which includes defense against

transnational terrorism, and the original classification
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authority is able to identify or describe the damage.

Information shall be classified TOP SECRET if its unauthorized

disclosure reasonably could be expected to result in extremely

grave damage to the national security; SECRET if its

unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to result

in serious damage to the national security; and CONFIDENTIAL if

its unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to

result in damage to the national security.

19. With respect to the information for which FOIA

Exemption b(l) is asserted in this case, I have reviewed the

documents that OLC referred to the CIA and have determined that

their unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to

result in damage, serious damage, or extremely grave damage to

the national security, including damage to the United States'

defense against transnational terrorism, and thus they are

classified CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET, or TOP SECRET accordingly. The

damage to national security, including damage to the united

States' defense against transnational terrorism. that reasonably

could be expected to result from the unauthorized disclosure of

this classified information is described below.

20. Proper purpose - I have reviewed the documents that

OLC referred to the CIA and have determined that no information

has been classified in order to conceal violations of law,

inefficiency! or administrative errorj prevent embarrassment to
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a person, organization or agency; restrain competition; or

prevent or delay the release of information that does not

require protection in the interests of national security.

21. Marking - I have reviewed the documents that OLC

referred to the CIA and have determined that they are properly

marked in accordance with section 1.6 of the Executive Order.

Each document bears on its face one of the three classification

levels defined in section 1.2 of the order; the identity, by

name or personal identifier and position, of the original

classification authority; the agency and office of origin, if

not otherwise evident; declassification instructions; and a

concise reason for classification that, at a minimum, cites the

applicable classification categories of section 1.4.

22. Proper classification - I have reviewed the documents

that OLC referred to the CIA and have determined that they have

been classified in accordance with the substantive and

procedural requirements of Executive Order 12958 and that,

therefore, they are currently and properly classified,

23. Special access program - Section 6.1(kkl of the

Executive Order defines a ~special access program" as ~a program

established for a specific class of classified information that

imposes safeguarding and access requirements that exceed those

normally required for information at the same classification

level." Section 4.3 of the Order specifies the U.S. Government
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officials who may create a special access program. This section

further provides that for special access programs pertaining to

intelligence activities (including special activities, but not

including military operations, strategic, and tactical

programs), or intelligence sources or methods, this function

shall be exercised by the Director of the CIA. This section

specifies that special access programs shall be established only

when the program is required by statute or upon a specific

finding that the vulnerability of, or threat to, specific

information is exceptional; and the normal criteria for

determining eligibility for access applicable to information

classified at the same level are not deemed sufficient to

protect the information from unauthorized disclosure.

24. Officials of the National security Council (NSC)

determined that in light of the extraordinary circumstances

affecting the vital interests of the United States and the

sensitivity of the activities contemplated in the documents, it

is essential to limit access to the information in the

documents. NSC officials established a special access program

governing access to information relating to activities described

in the documents. including the CIA terrorist detention and

interrogation program. As the executive agent for implementing

the terrorist detention and interrogation program, the CIA is
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responsible for limiting access to such information in

accordance with the NSC's direction.

25. The documents that OLC referred to the CIA contain

classified information, including information relating to the

CIA terrorist detention and interrogation program, that falls

within the strict access provisions of this special access

program. The name of the special access program is itself

classified.

FOIA Exemption b(3}

26. FOIA Exemption b(3) provides that the FOIA does not

apply to matters that are:

specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other
than section 552b of this title), provided that such
statut~

(A) requires that the matters be withheld from
the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion
on the issue, or

(B) establishes particular criteria for
withholding or refers to particular types of matters
to be withheld

5 U.S.C. § 552(b) (3). I have reviewed the documents that OLC

referred to the CIA and have determined that there are two

relevant withholding statutes.

27. National Security Act of 1947 - Section l02A(i) (1) of

the National Security Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C.A.
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§ 403-l(i) (1) (West Supp. 2006), provides that the Director of

National Intelligence (DNI) shall protect intelligence sources

and methods from unauthorized disclosure. I have reviewed the

documents that OLC referred to the CIA and have determined that

they contain information, including information relating to the

CIA'S terrorist detention and interrogation program, that if

disclosed would reveal intelligence sources and methods,

including clandestine intelligence activities and interrogation

methods. For this reason, the DNI authorized the Director of

the CIA to take all necessary and appropriate measures in this

case to ensure that intelligence sources and methods are

protected from disclosure. The CIA, therefore, relies on the

National Security Act of 1947 to withhold any information that

would reveal intelligence sources and methods.

28. In contrast to Executive Order 12958, the National

Security Act's statutory requirement to protect intelligence

sources and methods does not require the CIA to identify or

describe the damage to national security that reasonably could

be expected to result from their unauthorized disclosure. In

any event, the information relating to intelligence sources and

methods in the documents that OLC referred to the CIA that is

covered by the National Security Act is the same as the

information relating to intelligence sources and methods that is

covered by the Executive Order for classified information.
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Therefore, the damage to national security, including damage to

the United States' defense against transnational terrorism, that

reasonably could be expected to result from the unauthorized

disclosure of such information relating to intelligence sources

and methods is co-extensive with the damage that reasonably

could be expected to result from the unauthorized disclosure of

classified information, which is described below.

29. Central Intelligence Agency Act ot 1949 - Section 6 of

the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, as amended,

50 U.S.C.A. § 403g (West Supp. 2006), provides that in the

interests of the security of the foreign intelligence activities

of the United States and in order to further implement section

403-1(i} of Title 50, which provides that the DNI shall be

responsible for the protection of intelligence sources and

methods from unauthorized disclosure, the CIA, shall be exempted

from the provisions of any law which requires the publication or

disclosure of the organization, functions, names, official

titles, salaries, or numbers of personnel employed by the CIA.

In accordance with section 403-4a(d} of the National Security

Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C.A. § 403-4a(d) (West. Supp.

2006), foremost among the functions of the CIA is the collection

of intelligence through human sources and by other appropriate

means.
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30. I have reviewed the documents that OLC referred to the

CIA and have determined that they contain information, including

information relating to the CIA's terrorist detention and

interrogation program, that if disclosed would reveal the

functions of the CIA, including the conduct of clandestine

intelligence activities to collect intelligence from human

sources using interrogation methods. In the interests of the

security of the foreign intelligence activities of the United

States and in order to further implement the DNI's

responsibility to protect intelligence sources and methods from

unauthorized disclosure, the CIA relies on the Central

Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 to withhold any information that

would reveal the functions of the CIA, including the collection

of foreign intelligence through intelligence sources and

methods--such as the conduct of clandestine intelligence

activities to collect intelligence from human sources using

interrogation methods.

31. Again, in contrast to Executive Order 12958, the CIA

Act's statutory requirement to further protect intelligence

sources and methods by protecting CIA functions does not require

the CIA to identify or describe the damage to national security

that reasonably could be expected to result from their

unauthorized disclosure. In any event, the information relating

to CIA functions and intelligence sources and methods contained
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in the documents that OLC referred to the CIA that is covered by

the CIA Act's statutory requirement is the same as the

information relating to intelligence sources and methods that is

covered by the Executive Order fpr classified. information.

Therefore, the damage to national security, including damage to

the united States' defense against transnational terrorism, that

reasonably could be expected to result from the unauthorized

disclosure of CIA fun~tions and intelligence sources and methods

is co-extensive with the damage that reasonably could be

expected to result from the unauthorized disclosure of

classified information, which is described below.

FOIA Exemption b(5)

32. FOIA Exemption b(S) provides that the FOIA does not

apply to matters that are inter-agency or intra-agency

memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a

private party other than an agency in litigation with the

agency. I have reviewed the documents that OLC referred to the

CIA and have determined that they are inter-agency or intra

agency memoranda that contain information that is protected from

disclosure by two privileges.

33. Attorney-client privilege - The attorney-client

privilege protects confidential communications between a client

and his attorney relating to a matter for which the client has
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sought legal advice. I have reviewed the documents that OLe

referred to the CIA and, for those documents in the Vaughn index

for which the CIA claims the attorney-client privilege, have

determined that they contain confidential communications between

attorneys at OLC and its client, the CIA f relating to a matter

for which the CIA sought OLC's legal advice. These documents

were prepared by OLC in its role of assisting the Attorney

General in the discharge of his responsibilities as legal

advisor to the president and the heads of the Executive Branch

departments and agencies. In preparing these documents, OLC

performed a purely advisory role, providing legal advice and

assistance. Although I understand that on rare occasions OLe

has drafted memoranda with the expecta~ion that they will be

made public, generally OLC memoranda are prepared with the

expectation that they will be held in confidence. The documents

were prepared by OLC for the CIA with the joint expectation of

OLC and the CIA that they would be held in confidence, and they

have been held in confidence.

34. The documents reveal information provided by

government clients to government attorneys, opinions given by

those attorneys to their clients based upon and reflecting that

information, and communications among attorneys that reflect

client-supplied information.
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35. Deliberative process privilege - The deliberative

process privilege protects inter-agency or intra-agency

predecisional deliberations, including preliminary evaluations,

opinions, and recommendations of government officials. The

documents that OLC referred to the CIA contain inter-agency or

intra-agency predecisional deliberations, including preliminary

evaluations, opinions, and recommendations of DOJ and CIA

officials. Disclosure of the deliberations would discourage

open, frank discussions on matters of policy among peers,

subordinates, and superiors, result in premature disclosure of

proposed policies before they are finally adopted, and create

pUblic confusion by disclosing considerations that were not in

fact ultimately the grounds for a governmental action.

36. With respect to the withheld information protected by

the attorney-client and deliberative process privileges,

compelled disclosure of these advisory and predecisional

documents would cause serious harm to the deliberative processes

of DOJ and the CIA, and the Executive Branch as a whole, and

disrupt the attorney-client relationship between the Director of

the CIA and attorneys at the CIA and DOJ. Attorneys at DOJ and

the CIA are often aSked to provide advice and analysis with

respect to very difficult and unsettled areas of law.

Frequently, such issues arise in connection with highly complex

and sensitive intelligence activities. It is essential to the
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constitutional mission of the Executive Eranch that legal advice

from DOJ and the CIA, and the development of that advice, not be

inhibited by concerns about public disclosure. Protecting the

confidentiality of these documents is essential in order to

ensure that even controversial legal issues may be explored

candidly, effectively, and in writing, to ensure that Executive

Branch officials will continue to request legal advice on such

matters. Especially in light of the nation's ongoing fight

against global terrorism, and the pUblic interest in the

effective performance of these activities, the need of the

President and Director of the CIA for candid, thoroughly

considered legal advice in considering potential executive

actions is compelling.

Documents That OLC Referred To The CIA

37. All of the classified documents that OLC referred to

the CIA relate to the CIA terrorist detention and interrogation

program. These documents are withheld in their entirety on the

bases of FOIA Exemptions b(l), b(3l, and b(Sl.

38. The documents include handwritten notes, draft

memoranda, memoranda, draft letters, and letters relating to

matters on which the CIA sought the legal advice of OLe

concerning the CIA terrorist detention and interrogation

program.
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39. Exemption b(l) - The documents contain information

relating to intelligence activities, intelligence sources, and

intelligence methods that is currently and properly classified

at the CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET, or TOP SECRET level pursuant to

section 1.4(c) of Executive Order 12958, as amended, as its

disclosure reasonably could be expected to cause damage, serious

damage, or exceptionally grave damage to the national security,

and thus is withheld under Exemption b(l). In accordance with

the NSC's direction to the CIA to establish a special access

program for information relating to the CIA terrorist detention

and interrogation program, the CIA is charged with strictly

controlling access to the information contained in these

documents.

40. Disclosure of information regarding potential

interrogation methods and the context in which their use was

contemplated reasonably could be expected to cause exceptionally

grave damage to the national security by revealing to the

public--including avowed enemies of the United States during an

ongoing war against global terrorism--alternative interrogation

methods by which the CIA seeks to collect critical foreign

intelligence to disrupt terrorist attacks against the United

States and its citizens and interests worldwide.

41. In his 6 ·September 2006 speech, the President

announced that, with the transfer of fourteen suspected
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terrorists to Guantanamo Bay, no detainees remained in CIA

custody. Importantly, he also stated that as more suspected

high-ranking terrorists are captured, the need to obtain

intelligence from such individuals will remain critical, and

having a CIA program for questioning terrorists will continue to

be crucial to getting lifesaving information. In reserving the

option of detaining terrorists in CIA custody in the future, the

President also declined to identify the alternative

interrogation methods proposed, authorized, or employed with

detainees, or the context in which such methods may be used.

The President stated:

Many specifics of this program, including where the
detainees have been held and the details of their
confinement, cannot be divulged. Doing so would provide
our enemies with information they could use to take
retribution against our allies and harm our country . .
And so the CIA used an alternative set of procedures
. . . . I cannot describe the specific methods used
I think you understand why -- if I did, it would help the
terrorists learn how to resist questioning and to keep
information from us that we need to prevent new attacks on
our country.

42. The CIA knows from intelligence collection that al

Qaeda trains operatives in interrogation resistance. If al

Qaeda learns the CIA interrogation methods proposed, authorized,

or employed with detainees, then al Qaeda training in

interrogation resistance techniques could become more effective.

This could allow a captured al Qaeda operative to resist

cooperation, thus jeopardizing the national security by limiting
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intelligence collection on terrorist activities and potentially

preventing the United States from averting another terrorist

attack.

43. Many of the documents contain DOJ's confidential legal

advice to ~he CIA regarding potential interrogation methods.

They include confidential communications from the client (CIA)

to the attorney (DOJ) regarding potential interrogation methods

and the context in which their use was contemplated. Many also

contain DOJ'S confidential legal analysis and opinions to the

CIA regarding the potential interrogation methods.

44. In his 6 September 2006 speech, the President

emphasized that he was making limited disclosures only and

specifically declined to provide any information relating to the

details of the CIA terrorist detention and interrogation

program. The document that OLe referred to the CIA contains

just the sort of specific details of the program that the

President declined to disclose.

45. The documents contain specific information relating to

the intelligence sources and methods by which the CIA was to

implement the clandestine intelligence activity. Disclosure of

such information reasonably could be expected to result in

extremely grave damage to the national security, including the

United States' defense against transnational terrorism, by
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revealing to our adversaries the counterterrorism playbook that

the CIA intended to employ with them.

46. In addition to damaging the national security through

the disclosure of intelligence sources and methods, disclosure

of the information in the documents reasonably could be expected

to impair the foreign relations and foreign activities of the

united States by undermining the cooperative relationships that

the United States has developed with its critical partners in

the global war on terrorism.

47. Exemption b(3) - The documents contain information

relating to intelligence sources and methods that is protected

from disclosure by the statutory requirements established by

section 102A(i) (1) of the National Security Act of 1947, as

amended, 50 U.S.C.A. § 403-1(i) (1) (west Supp. 2006), and

section 6 of the CIA Act of 1949, as amended, 50 U.S.C.A. § 403g

(west Supp. 2006), and thus is withheld under Exemption b(3).

The information relating to intelligence sources and methods

protected by the National security Act and the CIA Act is the

same as that protected by Executive Order 12958.

48. Exemption b(S): Attorney-client. The documents for

which the CIA claims the attorney-client privilege contain

confidential communications between OLC attorneys and their

clients concerning information provided by the CIA in the course

of requesting legal advice from DOJ. These communications are
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protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, and

thus the documents are withheld in their entirety under

Exemption b(5) .

49. Deliberative process - The documents for which the CIA

claims the deliberative process privilege contain inter-agency

and intra-agency predecisional deliberations between DOJ and the

CIA, and reflects intra-agency predecisional deliberations

within the CIA, including preliminary evaluations, opinions, and

conclusions of government officials that are protected from

disclosure by the deliberative process privilege, and thus the

documents are withheld in their entirety under Exemption b(5) .

50. Portions of draft documents may contain information

that is substantially similar to information that has been

officially released to the public by DOJ. 4 Disclosure of the

draft documents would permit one to compare the draft OLC

documents with released information and identify the

similarities and differences between the draft and final legal

documents. Such a comparison would damage the very interests

sought to be protected by the attorney-client communication and

deliberate process privileges. Compelled disclosure of such

draft analyses, opinions, and conclusions in these confidential,

4 See Memorandum for Alberto R. Gonzales, Counsel to the president, from Jay
S. Bybee, Asst. Att'y Gen., OLe, DOJ, Re: Standards of Conduct for
Interrogation Under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A, Aug. 1, 2002, superseded by
Memorandum for James E. Corney, Dep. Att'y Gen., DOJ, from Daniel Levin,
Acting Asst. Att'y Gen., OLC, DOJ, Re: Legal $tand.ards Applicable Under 18
U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A, Dec. 30, 2004.
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predecisional, deliberative documents would discourage open,

frank discussions and would cause serious harm to the

deliberative processes of DOJ and the CIA, and disrupt the

relationship between the Attorney General and the Director of

the CIA.

51. A detailed description of the documents OLC referred

to the CIA is attached as an exhibit to this Vaughn declaration.

Segregabilicy

52. The documents OLC referred to the CIA are withheld in

their entirety because there is no meaningful non-exempt

information that can be reasonably segregated from the exempt

information. The unclassified and unprivileged information is

so inextricably intertwined with the classified and privileged

information that release of the non-exempt information would

produce only incomplete, fragmented, unintelligible sentences

and'phrases composed of isolated, meaningless words. The

unclassified and unprivileged information does not contain any

meaningful information responsive to Plaintiffs' FOIA request

for information concerning the treatment, death, or rendition of

detainees.
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Conclusion

53. The documents OLC referred to the CIA are withheld in

their entirety on the bases of FOIA Exemptions b(l), b(3), and

b(5) for the reasons described above.

* * * *

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the

foregoing is true and correct.

Executed this 7th day of June, 2007.

Ma lyn . Dorn
Deputy Chief, policy and

Community Action Staff
National Clandestine Service
central Intelligence Agency
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